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Abstract. Several applications of the Cech-Pospisil theorem are given; one

of them states (under CH) that every uncountable compact space has a

Lindelof subspace of cardinality w,.

Notation and definitions are the same as in [1], except that a GK set means a

set which is the intersection of < k open sets. Thus if k = ex., then GK is the

same as Gsi in [1].

Let us recall at the outset the old theorem of Cech and Pospisil which states

that if X is compact T2 and x(/>> X) > k > to hold for each p G X, then

\X\ > 2". In [1] and [2] it is (incorrectly) stated that this theorem remains

valid if we only require X to be a GK subset of some compact T2 space. This is

not true; however, it turns out that if we replace GK with Gx for some X < k,

then a simple argument can reduce it to the Cech-Pospisil theorem.

Proposition I. If X c Z is a (nonempty) Gx-subset with X < k, where Z is

compact Hausdorff, and x(p, X) > k for each p G X, then \X\ > 2".

Proof. It is known (cf. [1, 2.11]) that X contains a nonempty subset Y

which is a closed (?x-subset of Z. Thus Y is compact and we claim that

x(p, Y) > k for each p G Y. Indeed, since \p(p, Y) = x(P> Y\ otherwise we

would have xp(p, Z) = x(p, Z) < k, considering that Y is a Gx-subset of Z,

contradicting that k < x(P' X) < x(P> Z). Hence we have 2" < | Y\ < lA^.

The following result is not proved directly from the Cech-Pospisil theorem

but from its proof. It seems to be new and will be crucial in the proof of

Theorem 1.

Proposition 2. If X is a compact Hausdorff space with x(P, X) > k for all

p G X^then there exists a subset C C X with \C\ < 2s = 2{2X: A < k) such

that \C\ > 2K.

Proof. The basic idea in all known proofs of the Cech-Pospisil theorem is

the construction of a certain kind of ramification system of closed sets. To be

more precise, for every 0-1 sequence e of length v < k one defines a

nonempty closed set Xc c X such that

(i) if v is a limit ordinal, then Xe = D [X^ : ju. < v);

(ii) Xg> X-x c Xe and X& n X-x = 0.
Let S„ denote the set of all 0-1 sequences of length v. For every v < k,

e G S„ and i < 2, the set Xe \ A'- is nonempty; hence we can choose for each
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such e and i a point pe, G Xe \ X~,. Now put

C= {Pe/.e E U{5„: p < K}&i G2}.

It is obvious that |C| < 2s. Next we show that for each tj G Sk we have

X  n C ¥= 0; this will obviously imply |C| > 2". To see this, let

C, = {/»,[,.,(,): " < k} c C.

(For simplicity we write />,,[■,,„(„) = P(p).) Then /x < z> < k implies p(>i) ¥= p(v\

hence |C | = k. Since X is compact, C, must have a complete accumulation

point in X, and we claim that any such point must belong to X . This will

imply C n X D C n A' ^ 0. Indeed, let <7 G A \ A^ arbitrary. Then there

is a K k such that q E X \ A ► , but obviously, this latter set is an open

neighbourhood of q, whose intersection with Cv is {/J(,i): /x < v}, hence of

cardinality less than k. This completes the proof.

The next result was obtained while trying to solve the following problem: Is

it true that a Lindelof space of cardinality co2 must contain a Lindelof

subspace of cardinality co,? (GCH is assumed.) A natural thing was to try it

for compact spaces first.

Theorem 1. Assume the CH (i.e. 2" = co,). Then every uncountable compact

space has a Lindelof subspace of cardinality co,.

Before we can start the actual proof, we state a lemma, which is interesting

in itself.

Lemma. If a space X has a point p E X with xp(p, X) = x(P> X) ~ wi> tnen

X contains a Lindelof subspace of cardinality co,.

Proof. Let {[/„: v < co,} be a basis of neighbourhoods for p in X. We

define points pv for v < co, by transfinite induction, as follows. Suppose that

v < co,, and for each ix < v the point/^ has already been defined.

Then we choose pv in n{c/,: ix < v} \ ({p^.fi < v} u {p}), which is

possible by xp(p, X) = co,.

Now let us put S = {pv:v < co,} u {p} and let G he any neighbourhood

of p in S. Then there is a v < co, such that G D U„ n S. But obviously

Uv n S = {p^.v < tx < co,}, hence \S \ G| < [S \ U,\ < co, i.e. any open

cover of S contains a member, whose complement is countable; consequently

S must be Lindelof.

Proof of Theorem 1. Now let X be an uncountable compact space, and

let A c X, \A\ = co,. If \A\ = co,, too, we are done. Hence we assume

\A\ > co,.

If p E A and x(P> A) = u, then we can choose a sequence from A

converging to p, hence

\{PE A:X(p, A) < co}| < < = "i    (by CH).

Applying the lemma, we see that if x(P, A) =jox, for some p E /l^then we

are again done,_hence we might assume x(P, A) ¥= co, for all p E A. Conse-

quently if p G A is such that it_has a neighbourhoodU (in A) with \U\ < co,,

then we have xp(p, A) = x(P> A) < co,, hence x(P, A) < co.

Now let G be the union of all open subsets of A of cardinality < co,. Then

from what we proved above, for every point p of G we have x(P, A) < co,

hence |G| < co,. By the definition of G, A \G is compact and has no isolated
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points (i.e. x(P> A \G) > u for allp G A \G). By Proposition 2, there is a set

C c A \G with |C| = co and |C| > co,. Again, we might assume that |C|

> co,.

Since C has a countable dense subset, we have w(C) < 2" = co,; con-

sequently x(P> C) < co,, for allp G C.

Moreover in the same way as above it follows that

\{p G C: x(/>, C) < co}| < co,.

Hence there is ap G C with x(p, C) = co,, and thus, by the lemma, there is a

Lindelof subspace of cardinality co,.

Remark. A similar argument can be used to show that, assuming GCH, for

any k and any compact space of cardinality > k there is a «-Lindel6f

subspace of cardinality k + . It should be interesting to decide whether the first

k in the conclusion could be lowered (perhaps even to co).

It is natural to raise the question why we have not asked about the

existence of compact (i.e. closed) subspaces of cardinality co, of uncountable

compact spaces. The space BN, however, shows that the answer to this

question is negative as it is well known that any infinite closed subspace of

BN has the cardinality 22".

Our next result shows that compact spaces without small infinite closed

subsets must be large; under CH they have to have the same cardinality as

BN.

Theorem 2. Suppose X is compact and every infinite closed subset of X is

uncountable. Then \X\ > 2"'.

Proof. Let C be the set of all nonisolated points of X. First we claim that

no point of C is isolated in C, either. Indeed, let p G C and assume, on the

contrary, that U is a closed neighbourhood of p in X such that U n C

= [p). However then U is infinite, because/" is not isolated in X, and for any

countably infinite A c U the set A u {p} is closed because its complement

in U consists of isolated points only. Thus C must be dense in itself.

However, for no point p G C can we have x(P> C) = co, because in this

case we could select from C \ [p] an ordinary sequence (pn: n G co> of

different points converging to p, and then [pn: n Geo} u {p} would be a

countably infinite closed subset of C, and thus of X. But then for each p G C

we have x(P> C) > wi> consequently, by the Cech-Pospisil theorem, |A"| >

\C\ > 2"'.
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